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It's going down i'm yelling timber

Все исполнители →  Pitbull Данный перевод песни на русском языке является художественным, т.е. перевод недословный. Чтобы узнать дословный перевод песни, можете наводить мышкой на английские слова. Ke$ha: It goes down, I scream wood I prefer to move, you better dance Make the night, you
won't remember that I'll be the one to forget: The bigger they are, the heavier they are, the heavier this biggity boy is digging up the dog, I've got 'em like Miley Cyrus, the clothes from Twerking in their ossuation and thongs, face down, booty, wood That's the way we like what we like Wood I'm a slicker than an oil spill
Says no, but I bet it will, wood Swing your partner round and round end of night, it goes down One more shot, another round End of night, it will down Swing your partner around and around the end of the night, it will be down one more shot, another round end of night, it goes down Ke$ha: It's going to go down I scream
wood You better move, you better dance Make the night, you won't remember that I'll be the one you forget. : Look at the sky, it's a bird, it's a plane no, it's just me, it's not a damn thing changed Live in hotels, swing on the plane Blessed say money is not a club jumping thing like Lebron, now, Dude, give me another
round, mate We're going to climb, wild, 'cause it's about to go down Swing your partner's bike and round the end of the night, it goes one more shot , another round End of the night, goes down Swing your partner around and around The end of the night, it goes down One more shot, another round End of the night, it
goes down Ke$ha: It goes down, I scream wood I prefer to move, you better dance Let's dance, you won't remember that I'll be the one who will be the one , you won't forget, it goes down, I scream wood Better move , you better dance, make a night, you will not remember that I will be the one, you will not forget me:
Всё только начинается, я кричу Поберегись! Лучше двигайся, лучше танцуй Устроим такую ночку, после которой ты ничего не вспомнишь Я буду единственной, кого ты не забудешь Pitbull: Чем они больше , тем сложнее с ними справиться Такие крутые ребята, просто псы настоящие Со мной тут все
как Майли Сайрус, без одежды Виляют задом, в лифчиках и стрингах, поберегись Лицом вниз, Up, watch out, and we love this life, watch out for me ironing before the slick oil says it won't, but I'm willing to bet it will, keep an eye on your partner's circles over and over again, but we're just starting another shot, but
we're just getting started. , the new round of the night ends, but we're just starting to $ha: It's just the beginning, I'm screaming Beware! Look at the sky, there's the bird, here's the plane, and this is me, nothing at all. The new round of the night is over, but we're just starting to have our partner's circles over and over
again, but we're just starting another shot, the new round of the night is over, but we're just getting started. единственной, кого ты не забудешь Всё только начинается, я кричу Поберегись! Лучше двигайся, лучше танцуй Устроим такую ночку, после которой ты ничего не вспомнишь Я буду единственной, кого
ты не забудешь 1) имеется ввиду американский баскетболист Леброн Джеймс 2) марка французской водки Другие песни Pitbull Took my love We are one (Ole ola) Where are we going? [Ke$ha] It's coming down, I'm screaming woodMy, you'd better move, you better dance, which you won't remember, that I'll be
the one you won't forget. The harder they fallThis biggity guys are diggity outI have 'em like Miley Cyrus, clothes offTwerking on bras and thongs, timberCrazy city, booty up, woodThis is the way we like war, timberI'm stickier than the oil leakIt says it won't , but I bet it will, timberSwing your partner round and roundEnd at
night, it will be downOne more shot, another roundEnd night, it will downSwing your partner's round and roundEnd at night , it will be downIts next shot, another roundEnd at night, it goes down [Ke$ha] It's going down, I'm screaming woodYou can move better, you'd better danceLet them make the night you won't
rememberThey're the one you won't forgetIt's going down (it goes down) , I'm screaming woodKnit You'd better move (you'd better move), you better dance (you better dance) Let's make a night you won't remember , who you will not forget (you will not forget)[Pitbull]Look at the sky, It's a bird, it's a planeNo, it's just me,
it's not a damn thing changedLive in hotels, swing on planeLeft say money is not a thingClub jumping like it's going down , bowl itOrder me another round, homieChse about to climb, wild because it's about to go downSwing your partner around and roundEnd at night , it will be downOne more shot, another roundEnd at
night, it will downSwing your partner round and roundEnd at night, it will be downOne more shot, another roundEnd at night, it goes down [Ke ha $] It goes down I'm chatte, you better move, you better make a night you won't remember. you better danceLet is to make the night you will not rememberThey are the one that
you will not forget [Ke $ га]Это идет вниз, я кричу древесиныВы лучше двигаться, вам лучше танецдавайте сделаем ночь выне будете помнитьЯ буду одним вы не забудете[Pitbull]Больше они , тем труднее они падаютЭто biggity мальчики Diggity изУ меня есть 'Em Miley Cyrus, clothes twerking on bras
and straps, woodConfigure the city, mining up, wood It's how we love war, the forest is cheap before the oil spillNa said it won't, but I'm sure he will, forestcaceli your partner around night, he goes down another round, another rounded night, he goes down his partner around the night. It goes down, I scream wood I prefer
to move, I prefer to dance Give a night that you will not remember that I will not forget to go down (it goes down), I shout woodY better movement (better movement), then better dance (dance better) Let's go on a night that you will not remember that I will not forget (you will not forget) It's a bird, it's a planeNo, it's just me,
don't laugh, live in hotels , swing on the planeLeave to say that money is not a thing, the club jumps, as it happens down, commands me another round, Homie, we went up, wild, because it's about going down, your partner goes down all night, goes down one shot, another round of the night, he goes down. , the next
round of the night, it goes down 'Ke $ha' It goes down, I scream woodBetter movement, preferring to dance Give will make the night you do not rememberIt goes downto, I shout woodY better movement, I prefer to dance Give yourself to make a night that you will not remember that I will not forget the Artist: Pit featbull.
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